STATE OF TENNESSEE
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS OF
STATE HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION BIDS
TO BE RECEIVED NOVEMBER 2, 2018
INTERNET BIDDING MANDATORY ON ALL CONTRACTS

ANDERSON AND UNION COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS701) Call No. 001
Project No. 98100-4213-04 (PIN 121407.04)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 145.120 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

BEDFORD, MARSHALL, MAURY, AND MOORE COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS702) Call No. 002
Project No. 98303-4207-04 (PIN 116331.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 289.200 miles

Project No. 98303-4208-04 (PIN 116331.07)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 289.200 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

BEDFORD, RUTHERFORD, WILLIAMSON, AND WILSON COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS703) Call No. 003
Project No. 98303-4127-04 (PIN 125538.02)
The swath mowing on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 111.440 miles

Project No. 98303-4128-04 (PIN 125538.02)
The litter removal on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 111.440 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS NOVEMBER 2, 2018 LETTING

BENTON, CARROLL, DECATUR, HENDERSON, AND MADISON COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS704) Call No. 004

Project No. 98049-4193-04 (PIN 116333.07)
The swath mowing on I-40.
Project Length - 52.700 miles

Project No. 98049-4194-04 (PIN 116333.07)
The litter removal on I-40.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 52.700 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

BENTON, CARROLL, HENRY, OBION, AND WEAKLEY COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS705) Call No. 005

Project No. 98049-4295-04 (PIN 116334.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 704.890 miles

Project No. 98049-4296-04 (PIN 116334.07)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 704.890 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

BLEDSOE, SEQUATCHIE, AND VAN BUREN COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS706) Call No. 006

Project No. 98200-4205-04 (PIN 116335.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 136.030 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

BLOUNT AND KNOX COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS707) Call No. 007

Project No. 98100-4114-04 (PIN 121418.04)
The mowing on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 238.840 miles

Project No. 98100-4115-04 (PIN 121418.04)
The litter removal on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 238.840 miles
Completion Time - On or before 3/31/2020 (See Special Provision 108B)
BLOUNT, LOUDON, MONROE, AND ROANE COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS708) Call No. 008
Project No. 98100-4216-04 (PIN 121419.04)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 551.730 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

BRADLEY, HAMILTON, MCMINN, MEIGS, POLK, AND RHEA COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS709) Call No. 009

Project No. 98029-4293-04 (PIN 127978.00)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 589.290 miles

Project No. 98029-4294-04 (PIN 127978.00)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 589.290 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

CAMPBELL, CLAIBORNE, MORGAN, AND SCOTT COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS710) Call No. 010
Project No. 98100-4217-04 (PIN 121421.04)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 307.780 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

CANNON, VAN BUREN, AND WARREN COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS711) Call No. 011

Project No. 98029-4295-04 (PIN 116339.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 246.770 miles

Project No. 98029-4296-04 (PIN 116339.07)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 246.770 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)
Project No. 98100-4218-04 (PIN 121423.04)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 434.340 miles

Project No. 98100-4219-04 (PIN 121423.04)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 434.340 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

CHEATHAM, MONTGOMERY, ROBERTSON, AND SUMNER COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS713) Call No. 013

Project No. 98303-4109-04 (PIN 120008.05)
The swath mowing on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 296.110 miles

Project No. 98303-4110-04 (PIN 120008.05)
The litter removal on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 296.110 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

CHESTER, HARDEMAN, HARDIN, AND MCNAIRY COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS714) Call No. 014

Project No. 98049-4297-04 (PIN 116344.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 547.420 miles

Project No. 98049-4298-04 (PIN 116344.07)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 547.420 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

CLAY, CUMBERLAND, FENTRESS, OVERTON, AND PICKETT COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS715) Call No. 015

Project No. 98029-4297-04 (PIN 121424.04)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 421.780 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS NOVEMBER 2, 2018 LETTING

CLAY, DEKALB, JACKSON, OVERTON, PUTNAM, SMITH, AND WHITE COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS716) Call No. 016
Project No. 98029-4298-04 (PIN 121452.04)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 502.300 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

COCKE, GRAINGER, HAMBLEN, JEFFERSON, AND SEVIER COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS717) Call No. 017
Project No. 98100-4220-04 (PIN 121425.04)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 405.580 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

COFFEE AND FRANKLIN COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS718) Call No. 018

Project No. 98200-4201-04 (PIN 116349.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 253.810 miles

Project No. 98200-4202-04 (PIN 116349.07)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 253.810 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

COFFEE, GRUNDY, HAMILTON, AND MARION COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS719) Call No. 019

Project No. 98200-4103-04 (PIN 116350.07)
The swath mowing on I-24.
Project Length - 69.970 miles

Project No. 98200-4104-04 (PIN 116350.07)
The litter removal on I-24.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 69.970 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)
CROCKETT, DECATUR, HAYWOOD, HENDERSON, AND MADISON COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS720) Call No. 020

Project No. 98400-4201-04 (PIN 116351.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 595.380 miles

Project No. 98400-4202-04 (PIN 116351.07)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 595.380 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

DAVIDSON, RUTHERFORD, SUMNER, AND WILSON COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS721) Call No. 021

Project No. 98303-4224-04 (PIN 121429.04)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 573.720 miles

Project No. 98303-4225-04 (PIN 121429.04)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 573.720 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

DAVIDSON AND WILLIAMSON COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS722) Call No. 022

Project No. 98303-4111-04 (PIN 116356.07)
The mowing on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 198.200 miles

Project No. 98303-4112-04 (PIN 116356.07)
The litter removal on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 198.200 miles
Completion Time - On or before 3/31/2020 (See Special Provision 108B)
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS NOVEMBER 2, 2018 LETTING

DICKSON, HICKMAN, AND HUMPHREYS COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS723) Call No. 023

Project No. 98303-4213-04 (PIN 116357.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 377.660 miles

Project No. 98303-4214-04 (PIN 116357.07)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 377.660 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

DYER, GIBSON, LAKE, AND OBION COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS724) Call No. 024

Project No. 98400-4103-04 (PIN 116358.07)
The mowing on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 599.310 miles

Project No. 98400-4104-04 (PIN 116358.07)
The litter removal on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 599.310 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

FAYETTE, HAYWOOD, AND MADISON COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS725) Call No. 025

Project No. 98400-4105-04 (PIN 116359.07)
The swath mowing on I-40.
Project Length - 52.950 miles

Project No. 98400-4106-04 (PIN 116359.07)
The litter removal on I-40.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 52.950 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS NOVEMBER 2, 2018 LETTING

FAYETTE, LAUDERDALE, SHELBY, AND TIPTON COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS726) Call No. 026

Project No. 98400-4107-04 (PIN 116368.07)
The mowing on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 557.910 miles

Project No. 98400-4108-04 (PIN 116368.07)
The litter removal on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 557.910 miles
Completion Time - On or before 3/31/2020 (See Special Provision 108B)

GILES AND LAWRENCE COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS727) Call No. 027

Project No. 98303-4215-04 (PIN 119711.05)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 150.810 miles

Project No. 98303-4216-04 (PIN 119711.05)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 150.810 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

GILES, MARSHALL, AND MAURY COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS728) Call No. 028

Project No. 98303-4117-04 (PIN 116361.07)
The swath mowing on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 57.470 miles

Project No. 98303-4118-04 (PIN 116361.07)
The litter removal on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 57.470 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)
GREENE, HAMBLEN, HANCOCK, AND HAWKINS COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS729) Call No. 029

Project No. 98100-4221-04 (PIN 121426.04)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 434.520 miles

Project No. 98100-4222-04 (PIN 121426.04)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 434.520 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

GRUNDY AND MARION COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS730) Call No. 030

Project No. 98200-4206-04 (PIN 127983.00)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 267.990 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

HAMILTON COUNTY (Contract No.CNS731) Call No. 031

Project No. 33948-4160-04 (PIN 121427.04)
The mowing on various Interstate and State Routes.

Project Length - 69.480 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

HOUSTON, MONTGOMERY, AND STEWART COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS732) Call No. 032

Project No. 98303-4219-04 (PIN 116366.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 323.610 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

LAWRENCE, LEWIS, AND WAYNE COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS733) Call No. 033

Project No. 98303-4220-04 (PIN 119712.05)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 152.090 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)
LEWIS, PERRY, AND WAYNE COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS734) Call No. 034

Project No. 98303-4221-04 (PIN 119713.05)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 170.760 miles

Project No. 98303-4222-04 (PIN 119713.05)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 170.760 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

MACON, SMITH, AND TROUSDALE COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS735) Call No. 035

Project No. 98303-4223-04 (PIN 116375.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 249.000 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

MAURY COUNTY (Contract No.CNS736) Call No. 036

Project No. 60946-4249-04 (PIN 116376.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.
Project Length - 136.470 miles

Project No. 60946-4250-04 (PIN 116376.07)
The litter removal on various State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 136.470 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

RUTHERFORD AND WILLIAMSON COUNTIES (Contract No.CNS737) Call No. 037

Project No. 98303-4226-04 (PIN 116378.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 126.300 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS NOVEMBER 2, 2018 LETTING

SHELBY COUNTY (Contract No.CNS738) Call No. 038

Project No. 79947-4148-04 (PIN 127982.00)
The mowing on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 112.310 miles

Project No. 79947-4149-04 (PIN 127982.00)
The litter removal on various Interstate and State Routes.
Project Length - 0.000 miles

Total Contract Length - 112.310 miles
Completion Time - On or before 3/31/2020 (See Special Provision 108B)

WAYNE COUNTY (Contract No.CNS739) Call No. 039

Project No. 91946-4208-04 (PIN 123027.03)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 137.430 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)

WILLIAMSON COUNTY (Contract No.CNS740) Call No. 040

Project No. 94946-4239-04 (PIN 116381.07)
The mowing on various State Routes.

Project Length - 168.870 miles
Completion Time - On or before 12/31/2019 (See Special Provision 108B)
Requests for Bid Authorization, Standard Specifications and Standard Drawing Books should be addressed to:

Construction Division
Suite 700 JKP Bldg.
Nashville, TN 37243-0326
Telephone No. (615) 741-2414

A Prime Contractor must prequalify with The Department of Transportation in accordance with Tennessee Code Annotated 54-5-117 and Tennessee Department of Transportation Rule 1680-5-3, Prequalification of Contractors, before bid authorization for highway contracts will be furnished.

The Department will not execute any contracts or approve subcontracts with contractors that are domestic or foreign Corporations, Limited Liability Companies, Limited Partnerships, or Limited Liability Partnerships, who are not in good standing with the Secretary of State (i.e. have a valid Certificate of Existence/Authorization). If a Bidder is not in good standing with the Secretary of State (i.e. have a valid Certificate of Existence/Authorization) on or before twenty-one (21) days after Proposals are opened then the Bidder will be considered non-responsive and their Proposal will be rejected.

The Tennessee Department of Transportation hereby notifies all bidders that it will affirmatively insure that in any contract entered into pursuant to this advertisement, disadvantaged business enterprises will be afforded full opportunity to submit bids in response to this invitation and will not be discriminated against on the basis of age, race, color, religion, national origin, sex, or disability in consideration for an award.

The Department encourages the use of disadvantaged business enterprises on all contracts. A listing of Certified DBE's can be found at http://www.tdot.state.tn.us/dbedirectinternet/Vendor.aspx. A listing of those currently prequalified can be found at http://www.tdot.state.tn.us/construction/prequal/prequal.pdf.

BIDDING AUTHORIZATION WILL BE OBTAINABLE UNTIL 4:00PM (CENTRAL TIME) THE DAY BEFORE THE LETTING.

Sales tax will be added to the cost of bid authorization, plans, standard specifications and standard drawings, if applicable.

Timothy Colvett, Transportation Manager 1
Nashville, TN 37243-0326

Total Number of Contracts - 40
Total Number of Projects - 65
Total Number of Counties - 94

Publication No. DT-1390-V